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COSMO PIETERSE:

This week a fie l d of particular interest to me personally, thats literature. Literature from two points
of view; namely first, the revolutionising of the
literature sylla.bus at Makerere University, ana,
second on tne same campus, a colloquium on black
literature.
I am very i ntrigued by these two ·reports . They come
from the same department of the same university, but
they may indicate two quite different approaches.
First, as part of the revolution in the approach to
literary studies at M~kerere. Africanising the
syllabus. Professor Davi d Cook, Head of the Department of English at Makerere, i nitiated a thorough
going change in his d~partment some three years ago.
In fact, when this revolution started in 1968 h e
discussed some of the then proposed changes in
"University Report". The firs t phase of reshaping
included the introduction of a significant segment of
writing by African authors into ~he curriculum.
In many places this was strongly opposed. Elizabe th
Keeble, our reporter in Kampala, asked Professor Cook
why there has been this opposition.

PROFESSOR COOK:

Well there seems here t o be some t hing of a confusion
between two quite di fferent issues. I don't think any
educationalist will have any difficulty in demolishing
arguments against teaching either English literature
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in England, or African literature in Africa. It's
basic educational theory to start from what is known,
or partly known, and move to what is relatively unknown. It is more the fact that ry teaching African
literature in Africa we are teaching a high proportion
of contemporary literature. ~his has really been the
cause, I think, of a good deal of opposition, because
even now only relatively few universities in Great
Britain, for example, teach any large amount of contemporary literature. Now this is something which I 've
always felt fairly strongly about. One of the main
arguments against tea~hing contemporary literature has
always been, thQt a Department of English or Department o~ Literature should bring to its students only
what can be attested absolutely to be a classic in its
own kind. Of course contemporary literature is l1ighly
critically controversial. Some people may think very
highly of a particular work, and some people ~ay not
think anything like so highly of it. So here studen+s
are thrust right into the middle of a very real debate,
no+ as it were, a fict~tious debate in which they are
reassert/~\%gements which have been lliadc many times
befo=e. They are now t ,~ sting their developi ng critical
faculties on new material, and what better material
could there be foL this purpose than those works,
which are stirring the imaginations of thousands a nd
tens of thousands of their c onternioraries.

PROFESSOR COOK
CONT'D

-~

Now if this was the only way t hat we used for training
critical sensibility, I think it would be extremely
wasteful. But on the other hand, never, in fact, to
subject students to relatively untried material of
this kind, se9ms to me to put in question the whole
process that we c:aim to be training them in, and to
doubt their ability ever to exercise their own critical faculties originally. This indeed was one of the
things which I was constantly urging while I was
teaching in England for t h e inclusion of lesser known
works from other periods in British sylla buses.
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PROFESSOR COOK:
CONT'D.

0~ course I would think it a waste of time to discuss
literatur8 which was generally agre~a to be of little,
or no value. I have not myself found African students
at all anxious, or ready to overpraise AfricaP writing.
Why I would agree that there are relatively few great
works by African authors, I would cer~ainly not agree
that we have any shortage of good works, or works that
are worthy cf serious critical attention.

COSMO PIETERSE:

Professor David Cook of Makerere University, on the
reasons for adding African writing to the English
literature curri~ulum in his department. Anoth~r
aspect of Makerere ' s literature revolution is trie
adding of the dimension o~ world literature to courses.
Apart from African writing in English, and world
literature in translation, there is a specifically
Uganda~ literary tradition in indigenous languagee.
Elizabeth Keeble next asked about this matter.

ELIZABETH KEEBLE:

Two yaars ago you seemed to attach an enormous amount
of importance to the oral literature programme, which
was just he ginning, can you give us an itd ea how tl~is
has progressed,

DAVID COOK:

Yes, the programme which was then at post-graduate level
i n oral literature, has indeed been very successful.
We have achievea one of our principal aims in developing, through the post-graduate programme, a good deal
of know how, which has enabled us to launch a full
under-graduate programme also in oral literature.
Our feeling very strongly here is, that in the past,
oral literature has only been studied at university
level as anthropological and sociological evidence.
We ·n ow feel that it is up to the Department of
Literature to establish the study of oral l iterature,

- 3 DAVID COOK:
CONT 1 D.

&s a creative art, or rather a group of creati7e arts,
as one can't really seperate oral l~terature from the
arts of singing and dancing.
Our own students are increasingly going out in the
field, collecting material in their cwn first langua gee
annotating these, translating them. We do indeed
regard this as an extremely exciting and vital part
of our developing programme. We don't want the
university to be a new section of a museum, with
regard to oral literature, nor do we see ourselves a s
preserviTig something, which is dead. Oral Literature
is very nuch alive, and we want to be involved in this
activity, we want to become 11ore aware of it, we want
t0 enable people to cross over frcm the single, or
perhaps in a few cases, two or three languages in
which they can appreciate oral literature, and be abl e
to see the whole pattern of oral literature in Uganda.
We regard this as a major contribution to the study
of Ugandaby Ugandans, and Ugandan traditio~s by
Ugandans.

COMSO PIETERSE:

Professor David Cook of Makerera University talking to
Elizabeth Keeble . The oral literature prograrmne of
Irofeseor Cook's department was only one aspect of a
deep-going revolution in English studie s at Makerere.
In fact, so thorough was this revolu+,ion, that the
erstwhile Department of English is now called the
Department of Literature. The revolution is n ow in
its second phase. This started, the second phase,
in 1970. The third and l a st of the two y e ar phases
is to be begun in 1972, It will includ e a re-examination of literature examinations.
But in the meantime, still at Makerere , there was a
s~imulating colloquium on black literature. It was
organised by Pio Zirimu, lecturer in the Department
of Literature, and lasted for thre e da ys. And going
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COSMO PIBTERSE:
CONT'D.

back to oral literature their first session was
devoted to a discussion of precisely tha~.
Of course "oral literature" is an awkward phrase, and
Pio Zirimu had, in fact, a new word for the concept.

PIO ZIRIMU:

The 11ew terr.a tho.t has bt"Jen coined is 'orature'. This
didn't occur at this conference, it had already
the
emerged in my vocabulary, associated wit:g/other term
'oracy', and it is all based really on a pa~allel
comparison with literal, literature, literacy and
so-on. So that we have oral, orature , oracy to
correspond,
wit~ the other terms. They seem to me
useful terms rather than have ' oral literature'.
Inc~dental!y, I might add, that perhaps oral literature c'.ln be considered orature which has been written
down, which is not the same t~ing, as when it is in the
original. Or, of course, literature which is then
rendered in the oral medium,again which is different.

COSMO PIETERSE:

ORATURE - a nice and necessary neologism, I enjoy
using it.
Mr. Zirimu then dealt with the other six sessions of
the colloquivm on black wri ting.

PIO ZIRIMU:

We then on Saturday had four sessions, the first one
was the broadeat} and perhaps the weakest, in tbe
sessions. It was on literature, both in vernacular
languages, and in foreign languages. Now the ver-nacular languages; we understood this to include not
only our own African indiginuous languages, but also
from the States for example, ghetto languQgG, and from
the Carribean patois or various forms of non- standard
English th&t exist there. Of course some othershave
Yoruba which is still spoken in some parts of the
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PIO ZIRIJ\'TIJ:
CONT']).
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Carib be an,..
And we saw that people sho'.Jld, perhaps do
have, means of comr:1unicati on in their vernaculars whatever
they may be, ~nd th&t standard English is very foreign to
people who are suppose d to be native speakers of English.
We considered both the literature that has been produced
in Africa, and in the States, and in the Caribbean, and
perhaps other areas as well. We then went on to consider
what appears to be a particular phenomenom of black-writing
which is the biographical element. We considered both
biography - straight biography, which I prefer to call
hetrobiography - a~d autobiography in dealing with the
term biography. This was based on an observa tion that the
biogra~hical elements seem to be, particularly the autobiographical elements a re particular dominant in black
li tera t 1 lre: anr'J we' re again looking at reasons for this
phenomenon; a nd whether it was, infact, peculiar only to
black writing. We then considered what h as come to be a
critical term, 'protest literatur e ', and I think we did
in discussion, arrive at the conclusion that the label
'protest literature' was not particulariyuseful. We then
went on to consider the basis for t he concept of a black
literature and crature we might as well say. The Sunday
session was pe rhaps t he culmination: t h is was the concept
of a black atsthetics, in verbal arts , and arts i n general.
Then this ran into a final summing-up session, people who
proposed reconm1endations and so on whic h hadn't yet been
tidied up into a presentable form.

ELIZABETH KEEBLE: There were, I believe, people taking sides, as it were,
on the dominant themes . Would you like to tellus about
the things that emerged?
PIO ZIRIMU:

Or,e thing tha t occurs to me imme dia tely is of an insti tutional nature, one person held at several sessions that
we shouldn't have departments of literature whose business
is to teach and study lite rature. This was controversial.
But I think more seriously the suggestion which was being
made, and I think we took it seriousl~ was that the
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aepartmGnts of lit erature shculd be organising festivals
of arts, of the verbal arts, and allowing for a greate r
scope for the creation of literature, not just criticising
literature. I think this was the positive contribution
of that. An attendant recommendation to this was that,
particularly in the field of orature, or oral literature,
or if you want the verbal arts that where ~e are, for
example, say a+. Mq~erere, we should get the experts in
our various indigenous oratures, and bring them on campus
to actually teach. These are the people who a ctually
know, are rooted in the various traditions. Now this again
was controversial, We believe that there are people who
study these literatures at as it were, second remove:
they may belong to the particular culture, but they are
not perhaps professional performers themselves, but they
have had t he professional training in literature and can
get into this. They also have the critical tools to deal
with this kind of li~erature, so there is a controversial
area here.
The other controversial aspect was on the fJnction of
literature really. What is literature for? Is it to
contemplate beauty? Is it manifest beauty for its own
sake? Or is literatt:..re tote used as a tool of liberation
as somebody put it. I think that the strong suggestion
was that nothing lens than revolutionary literature should
be taught in any of our departments . But somebody else
said that there are certain things about even the 'black
wu~~a•, however depressed and exploited we ~ay be, which
cannot easily fall into revolution and protest and so on.
Now one final thing I want to say, is that, it seemed to be
agreed that the:re is a way in which black people perce ive
beauty in nature and also beauty in art. And the way they
conceive what successful artistic expression is, for
example, participation rather than alienation.
Now an0ther final thing I want to say is that, the colloquium seemed to the participants to be valuable, and that
we ought to have more and perhaps invite more people , more
disciplines, for a bigger occasion, and get r eally to the
bottom of these things.

•
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cm1~s. PIE?]:RSE:

Well if Pio Zirimu and his co~leagues at Makererc are to
organise another session on black lite~atur e , with the
same representative elements from the United States a
America and Caribbean. I, for one, would like tc be there
to look into some of the questions raised.
In any case you can be sure that we'll be reporting on
such fut~re colloquia. But for now that's about it, so
as usua l, until the next time, it's goodbye from me Cosmo
Pieterse
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